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The use of women workers in early computing and advertising ironically may have hurt their long-term professional position in the field because it reflected, and helped shape, their role as low-cost, unskilled workers. This article traces the relationship between advertising images of women used to sell data processing equipment and the early, feminized, data processing labor force in Great Britain.

British computing boasts several historical firsts—from the first digital, electronic, programmable computer used during World War II to the first dedicated electronic business computer in 1951. Although these machines and their designers have been the subjects of multiple histories, the workers who provided the day-to-day operating and input labor have understandably garnered less attention compared to the elites in the field and the hardware they helped create. Yet, our understanding of electronic computing as revolutionary is powerfully informed not only by its design, but by its use, particularly its effects on labor forces and work organization.

After World War II, both Conservative and Labour governments in Britain broadly agreed that computing would be key to helping the country strengthen its role as a world power. Applying computerized methods to industry at home and selling computing solutions abroad were essential to this vision of a modern Britain. Harold Wilson famously articulated this need in the 1963 Labour Party platform, in which he called for a technological revolution with a “white heat” that would forge a new and better Britain. Wilson’s rhetoric reflected a growing desire for change in British society, whose captains of industry had watched continental Europe rise from the ashes while they still struggled to modernize and increase productivity. Indeed, this period would witness significant technological change in Britain. It also, however, would see long-held beliefs about labor force control and organization reinstitutionalized within the emerging standards of this new technological revolution.

Recently, many studies have argued that looking at both institutional users and labor contexts within computing is necessary to understanding the workings of the technological system. By asking questions about the social construction of large technological systems and the importance of users to the history of computing, these studies focus on the heterogeneous engineering of computing environments as much as the engineering of the machines themselves. By centering social context in the deployment and growth of computing systems, this focus has also helped to invigorate the analysis of class, gender, and cultural context in computing history. In particular, many studies have attempted to untangle the relationship of masculinity and femininity with particular skills and work expectations in an effort to better understand, and potentially change, current labor patterns in computing fields.

Attention to the historical specifics of the earliest computing labor contexts can help correct received images of computing as an inherently masculine field by explaining the gendered changes that developed as the field professionalized. As Sally Hacker, Cynthia Cockburn, and others have noted, various economic and cultural constraints interleave to produce technological changes, and often technological reskilling and displacement is more tightly linked to the gendered organization of work than might be initially assumed.
These studies have also found that, for all but the most exceptional practitioners, popular discourses surrounding technology, skill, and gender role can serve to powerfully reinforce certain outcomes and effectively shut down other possibilities for both individuals and institutions. This article looks at one such historical example: it is a case study of how advertising both reflected and potentially affected early British computing labor by creating certain imagery and cultural models for workers, and by influencing management expectations.

The alignment of women workers with computing systems in early advertisements and media reflected—and helped shape—their role as low-cost, high-turnover, relatively unskilled workers. These workers met the needs of early computing systems well and encouraged management’s understanding of these technological systems as evolutionary rather than revolutionary. As the field professionalized, advertising discourses may have helped perpetuate gendered job divisions that had long been present in pre-electronic data processing, locating women, in the aggregate, in less-skilled jobs and fostering an understanding of the “real” work of computing as outside of their collective reach.

By linking these labor changes with the changing imagery of computing labor in industry publicity, we can see how the public face of the field seemed to downgrade women’s labor by using stereotypes that often reflected reality imperfectly, magnifying certain elements and minimizing others in order to sell a product. As has been shown elsewhere, images artfully conveyed in advertising, however inaccurate they might be, help to shape cultural perceptions. The evidence in this case suggests that advertising tropes for data processing systems might have shaped management expectations and thereby had a material effect on the labor force. Elucidating the role of advertising and publicity imagery could help shed light on the process by which certain labor ideals became reinstitutionalized during a period of significant technological change, and how seemingly timeless labor practices within British computing were constructed.

Gendered hiring in practice and imagery, 1944–1959

Perhaps surprisingly, the labor contexts for each of Britain’s computing firsts were not wholly male-dominated. For instance, scores of women provided the operator labor for the Colossi during the war, while at the other end of the spectrum, dozens of women managed data for the original Leo’s nightly stocktaking. The government, including the Post Office, nationalized industries, and the National Health Service was the largest British employer of computing labor at this time. Its departments utilized women computer operators far more often than men. These predominantly female labor pools were a holdover from earlier electro-mechanical data processing work.

In 1948, the British government had institutionalized its overwhelmingly female office machine workforce in a new, explicitly feminized set of job categories called the “machine grades.” This reorganization of workers was an attempt to further subdivide and Taylorize automated accounting and computation jobs to save money and make workers in this young, female, and high-turnover labor force more interchangeable. Most labor for government computer operation, input, and programming came from these grades until the mid-1960s.

Most business computer manufacturers built their advertising on labor expectations that had served managers well in the pre-electronic era, self-consciously continuing to associate women workers with their office computing products. From punching and verifying to programming, plugging, and operating electronic computers, computing companies strove to display a labor context for electronic office automation products that was little different from prior automation products.

Selling early office computing

From the 1950s through the mid-1960s, photographs used to sell and showcase computers pictured relatively plain female workforces as they stood working at the machines. The British-owned subsidiary of Powers-Samas office machines, which joined with British Tabulating Machines in 1959 to create International Computers and Tabulators (ICT), consolidated this trope early on with the creation of the “Powers Girl” character.

The Powers Girl, a well-known mascot for the company’s line of electromechanical tabulating, collating, and printing machines was a visual extension of well-worn hiring preferences: “The conventional method is to hire women trained to operate any of the many machines available on the market,” noted
one business commentator discussing the economics of purchasing a new Powers electronic computer.23

Although women’s images have often been used to sell items by fostering a sexual association with the product in the mind of an idealized consumer, who is assumed to be male and heterosexual, this was not the primary role of the women workers pictured in early office machine advertisements. Dressed in crisp ladies’ business attire, the women instead represented a hyper-professional image of a stereotypical office worker.24 In addition, they often served a didactic function by demonstrating each step in the data-processing chain, making the systems seem less opaque and intimidating.

Figure 1 juxtaposes a Powers Girl advertisement for an electronic computer with an example of a real-life “Powers Girl” operating the same machine.25 These images appeared in the Powers-Samas company magazine, a publication that circulated inside and outside the company. The magazine’s feature stories were aimed at current and potential users of Powers equipment—primarily managers who authorized expenditures. The Powers advertisements within their pages also ran in many other publications.26

In the advertising image (Figure 1a), which reflects the norm for computing advertisements in the 1950s and 1960s, the woman demonstrated the machine’s ease of use while the accompanying text discussed the great potential of electronic computing. For obvious reasons, images like these focused on the physical rather than the mental work of operating a computer. The machines were made to look as simple and automatic as possible.

On the surface, the image of the Electronic Multiplying Punch (Emp) in use in Figure 1b seems similar. Again, a young woman worker operates the machine, but two major differences between the advertisement and photo highlight the advertising trope’s appeal and purpose. The fully enclosed machine in the advertisement contrasts starkly with the one on the shop floor, which has pieces of its case removed. In addition, while the Powers Girl wears a suit, accessorized with makeup, coiffed hair, and earrings, the woman in the actual workplace is dressed as a machine worker rather than an office worker. She wears coveralls and her hair is pulled back to keep it out of the way, exposing her lack of makeup or jewelry. Although she is a similar age, her appearance and surroundings show that she is not the middle-class, pink-collar professional worker from the ad.27

While the advertising image aligns the intended labor force firmly with the clean, white collar, intellectual work of an office and presents a reassuringly encased machine, the worker and machine in Figure 1b are quite different. Like her machine, this operator is an element of the system with its case off; she lays bare the fact that operating and programming an office computer was only liminally professional work at this time. Indeed, this operator may have had more in common with the working class women who assembled and tested her electronic computer on the line in the Powers Factory.28 Business customers, however, wanted the efficiency and cost benefits of turning the office into a factory without the negatives associated with the shop floor, working class labor, and labor organization.29

Thinking about the machine, but not too much

In the accompanying text for Figure 1b, a tabulating division manager stated, “A good operator thinks about the machine, rather than just working it.” Yet both the advertisement and the publicity photo focus on operators who seem to be “just working” the machines. Indeed, the same manager goes on to say that although the electronic computers they use “are so complex,” nonetheless, “a girl can be taught how to work
them in only ten minutes.”30 Powers advertised that one operator could “cope with all” of the machines in a typical installation depending on work volume.31 Throughout Powers advertisements, Power Girls cheerfully conveyed that their machinery was conducive to employment patterns that squeezed labor and favored relatively deskilled, high-turnover workers.32 Women also had lower rates of trade union participation, which could only enhance their appeal in the eyes of efficiency-minded managers.33

A constant tension emerged between touting the machine’s ability to perform complex tasks and convincing potential buyers that training low skill, inexpensive, and easily replaceable labor to use them would not present difficulty. Unlike those working at computer companies, there was no career path for workers who used early administrative computers in government and industry.34 Emerging from machine-aided calculation work that was overwhelmingly feminized, computing operation and programming was not highly regarded. One government department head dismissed this lack of a career ladder in the mid-1950s, saying, “A high proportion of the [Scientific] Assistants are girls; this appears to be because they like the routine work. The resignation of a large proportion on marriage certainly eases the problem of careers in computing.”35 The department’s young men were put on other work because machine-aided calculation work had no career trajectory.35

Operators were neither expected nor encouraged to know too much about their machines. A cartoon published in the British Tabulating Machine Company’s magazine cheekily illustrated what that might lead to (see Figure 2). In the cartoon, two operators literally dive in to fix their malfunctioning electronic computer using a well-worn feminine standby, the bobby pin. (The artist denotes the machine as electronic with light-bulb-esque vacuum tubes.) Upon arrival, the male technician reacts with shock and confusion to a scene that is both humorous and unsettling. The operators are usurping his job; replacing his tools and skills with hairpins and tinkering. One woman’s hand is stained black to show she is really “getting her hands dirty.” The comedic effect of the job role reversal traded on gendered assumptions, while the stereotypically feminine tool provided the punch line.

In many ways, this cartoon mirrored concerns brought up by women trade unionists at their 1960 congress. Trying to position young women for better work and careers, the trade unionists argued that secondary school graduates were not needed as untrained, “cheap labor but as qualified technicians.” If they remained in feminized jobs that were perceived as deskilled, they would continue to lose out in the workforce. “More trained technicians and technologists are required in this country and many girls are capable of qualifying for work of a technical character if given suitable opportunity,” the congress declared.36

Creating suitable workers for a new system

Women trainees, however, were not easily incorporated into fields perceived as masculine. In general, employers were unwilling to invest in workers they perceived as unreliable, unlikely to have long working lives, or unwilling to commit to a career. The idea that women’s high turnover necessarily excluded them from the career opportunities, however, tended to become a self-fulfilling prophecy. With no potential for advancement, most had little incentive to stay in the same job for long.

In fact, there was a management movement afoot to remove women from even
long-feminized office machine operator and programming jobs. Reflecting changes in industry, government documents began to sketch out desired changes in their computing labor force as early as the late 1950s, discussing in detail how to professionalize certain computing jobs and elevate a new breed of career “computer men” into the executive structure.

In 1959, the government’s Central Computing Bureau (called the Central Tabulating Installation until 1965) began to reevaluate its staffing methods. Although senior machine operators had previously done all programming work, more expensive and complex machinery had begun to engender an expectation of higher wages and more responsibility. As a result, managers now wanted higher-level civil servants from the executive chain of command.

None of these workers, however, had any of the needed technical skills. The manager put in charge of programming and operating for a new computer section at the bureau was described as “new and inexperienced” by his hiring superior, who noted that “for the next six months we must regard him as under training.” Another manager who was added to help supervise was also described as completely without experience: “He too will require a long period of training and ‘running in’” lamented bureau supervisors.

Why then, were these men hired? And who would train them and do the programming and operation work these jobs required? The answer to the second question was in fact linked to the first. The training, and the current programming work, was done by the senior machine operator (SMO) already in the job. She was described as having “a good brain and a special flair for this type of work,” and the new recruits relied heavily on her. While training them and doing all the programming, she was also “responsible for setting up and testing programs on the electronic calculators.”

This worker was not given one of the new management-level computing jobs despite having all the necessary, scarce, technical qualifications. Her identity as a feminized, “subprofessional” machine-grade worker meant she could not be a viable candidate. As discussed later on, as computing gained momentum, gender and class expectations combined with technological and institutional ideals to downgrade technical workers like this SMO because they lacked what had come to be valued most in government computing workforces: the ability to make workflow more efficient by being able to manage personnel in addition to data. Whether the new recruits could do these things remained an open question, but they were perceived as having that potential.

In the end, rather than gaining a promotion, the SMO was temporarily given a bonus plus “the normal allowance for more difficult SMO work.” After an extended period of doing all the programming and training her replacements, she was demoted to an assistant position under one of her former trainees: “We can leave the SMO on programming until the supervisory EO [executive officer] recommended for [programming] in our report is fully trained, say nine months, and then replace her with an EO...The SMO will eventually become an assistant to the EO on programming work.”

While surprising, this case was not unusual; women’s talents were often squandered as managers focused on “professional” workers who were expected to have long-term career and management potential. Gender functioned as a classed category, relegating most women to certain lower-level jobs. A memorable cartoon in one computing company’s magazine even mocked the issue, critiquing the straight-jacketing effect of gender roles with a ditty about a woman computer operator (see Figure 3).
Demonstrators, but not real computer workers

The SMO who trained her replacements, like the women portrayed operating machinery in ads, fulfilled the role of a mediator between the machines and new users. In this way, they were at once critical to the technological package of business computing and not seen as “real” technologists in their own right, but merely intermediaries.

ICT, and the merged company International Computers Limited (ICL) of which it later became a part, had young, female “demonstration teams” to present electronic computing to the interested public. These workers showed the “ease” with which existing feminized labor forces could run the new machines and served as nonthreatening ambassadors for more complex office automation technology.

Figure 4 shows the ICT’s 1964 demonstration team at a trade show playing with paper output. The caption recorded the individual names of all the “girls,” a relatively rare sign of respect, as operators often were not identified. The team was attired in modest, dark suits with knee-length skirts and ICT lapel pins. Although the demonstrators operated in a setting where the audience was mostly older men, the uniform did not draw an undue amount of attention to the fact that the team was made up exclusively of young women.

As the swinging sixties wore on, however, ICL aimed to capitalize more on the youth and sex appeal of their female operators. The 1970 ICL demonstration team shows the sea change in cultural norms that occurred in Britain in the mid to late 1960s, as well as the utilization of popular fashions to help sell the company’s systems (see Figure 5). Unlike the earlier photograph, the women in the 1970 team photo were not referred to by name.

Even the arrangement of the photograph uses sexuality to draw interest. Rather than taking the photograph with the line of operators parallel to the camera’s lens, the publicity image highlighted some team members and made others recede into the background. Although only a minority were attired in the mini-dress uniforms, those young women were deliberately placed in the photo’s foreground. The majority, in the pantsuit uniform, were placed at the back of the line.

Although the effect is obvious, the agency behind it is harder to pin down. ICL’s all-male upper management was not solely responsible for injecting sex appeal into the demonstration team’s mission; the older woman on the right, head of the ICL demonstration room, was credited with choosing the mod white outfits and flashy, bright orange scarves embroidered with the company’s name. While the fashions reflected larger cultural shifts, focusing on women’s bodies in this professional context might also have marginalized many women who were not interested in being cheesecake. By pitching to a certain kind of customer, ICL effectively sent the message that women in computing were valued largely for their appearances.

Computing careers versus working with computers

This marginalization was mirrored in labor changes within the government and

nationalized industries, with the institutionalization of certain standards and expectations for computer workers. Into the mid-1960s, many departments regarded programming as appropriate work for higher machine operator posts, a logical progression from machine operator work.\footnote{Aptitude testing proved an unreliable measure of new recruits’ future success, whereas familiarity with the departmental installations tended to produce programming trainees more easily.} Management could only hope that both groups of trainees would stay long enough to provide a return on the investment. Surprisingly, the turnover rate for men trainees from the higher levels of the service was far greater than women’s, even when turnover due to marriage was taken into account.

In 1962, an overview of government computing policy reported that the government now aimed to recruit most programmers from the ranks of the 70,000 workers within the executive class, the middle managers who dealt with long-term departmental goals and the development of processes for greater efficiency.\footnote{Hiring calls implementing the policy followed. These workers did not share any particular skill set commonly associated with early programming expertise. More than 90 percent of the executive class workers were men, although women formed the majority in the lower grades of the civil service. This broad institutional change, more than any direct discrimination, hurt women workers because it shifted hiring to grades in which men held the vast majority of positions.}

Government organization specialists recognized, however, that the limited career prospects offered to computer workers were inadequate even for machine-grade workers, so it came as little surprise that higher-level workers feared stalling their careers and “getting in a ‘backwater’” by working as computer operators and programmers. Management potential, and a broad understanding of the workings of government agencies, started to become key qualities for new computing hires, but in the early and mid-1960s, career trajectories did not yet exist.

As the government struggled with computerization, the theory of an all-executive programmer class did not easily translate into reality. Programmer and operator labor shortages became acute in the mid-1960s, pushing concerns about shaping a professional, career computing class in the civil service to the back burner. As late as 1967, the Central Computing Bureau (CCB) noted that they were “pleased to see that the quality” of their “girl trainees” was “still very high” and began to send larger complements of operators from the machine grades for programming training in NICOL (Nineteen Hundred Commercial Language), a language developed by the British ICT for programming their 1900 series of mainframe computers.\footnote{At the same time, the CCB sent several executive officers for Cobol training.}

Susie and the typist of the future

As hiring changes gathered momentum in the late 1960s, the feminized labor forces that provided much computing labor failed to see improved career opportunities. Although women had attained equal pay in the clerical grades of the civil service in the 1950s, the persistent division of “machine” and
“clerical” work silently perpetuated pay and promotion inequities in computing jobs. In the private sector, untouched by equal pay legislation until 1975, pay inequality was often openly discussed. In 1965, the chief accountant of a major British company wrote in an important trade journal that women’s unequal pay made them a bargain for efficiency-minded employers: “Because female clerks can be obtained at a cheaper price than males, and may be just as good if given the same opportunities and training, it should be your policy to employ them wherever possible.”

Computing companies also self-consciously continued the association of these less-expensive workers with their products, even as labor trends began to shift. As computing professionalized and government and industry managers looked for career-oriented young men, the British company Systematics even called their systems by women’s names (Betsie, Sadie, and Susie). By assuring the potential consumer that “as sophisticated as it is, Susie is operated by a typist—not highly-paid programmers and controllers,” the ad in Figure 6a sells the feminized role of the “typist” along with the machine. The text notes the computer can be programmed from tape “or by the typist” and lists off the tasks it can help automate, from accounting to invoicing.

While the worker pictured next to the keyboard in Figure 6a did much more than a typist, she was still viewed and remunerated as one. Similarly, ads for BARIC, touted by ICL as “Europe’s first commercial time-sharing system,” used the term “girl operator” and made her the ad’s centerpiece: a smiling, young, blond woman in a mini-dress perches on an office chair with no terminal in sight (see Figure 6b). The text describes step by step how the system works and why “this is all the staff you need to process orders, produce invoices, check credit, check and analyse sales, check stocks, produce dispatch notes, and operate a computer.”

With the help of time sharing, the “girl operator” could fulfill functions that had previously required many more staff. Although seeming to center women workers, these ads denied them any of the status that new computing skills might bring, cutting them...
out of the process of professionalization and reinforcing expectations that women would fulfill the same roles in the workplace hierarchy even if the content of their work changed.

In reality, women computer workers also found that their technical competencies did not transcend gendered expectations about their worth. In 1969, acrimony over computer operator pay erupted from the ranks of management within the civil service. Despite poor career prospects, the pay for operators was high in relation to other women’s jobs in government, and even some men’s jobs.

Even though the pay for these jobs was often below fair market rate for the private sector, several department heads felt that these “girls” were getting too much money. After rapidly hiring many operators for the CCB’s new location, managers complained that although they were

quite satisfied that the MOs being promoted are fully capable of doing SMO work, we are not happy with the size of the group we are building up receiving pay on a scale starting at £814 per annum. It is out of proportion that these girls, academically unqualified compared with clerical staff, should so quickly be able to reach salary levels above those of clerical officers and even executive officers.59

At a time when male clerical officers wrote angry letters to civil service union newsletters complaining their salaries meant they could not “afford to keep a wife” or support a family, some believed that market forces had taken things in an unsavory direction.60 Many felt that how these young, liminally working class women were being paid for their skills contradicted their proper social role. Even more worrisome, having no further promotion outlets in the machine operator grade, these workers might try to move into the clerical or executive classes.

In response to the quick rate of promotion of fewer than 200 workers, treasury officials attempted to decrement pay scales, slow down all promotions, and throttle back the flow of young women into high computing operation positions at the CCB. “Where it is not absolutely essential that we fill posts now, we will defer appointments,” wrote the CCB manager.59 Less than a year later, in 1970, when the government established a new “Automatic Data Processing” grade to cater to the elevated pay and career needs of programmers and systems analysts, machine operators like these were not allowed to compete for jobs in the new, professionalized class.61

Conclusion

In an era of massive social and technological change, women’s images in computing advertising are notable for seeming to stand still in a maelstrom—little more than the fashions they wore changed, while their roles as helpers, demonstrators, and subprofessional factotums remained the same. Over the span of an arguably revolutionary two decades, women’s roles within computing advertisements failed to progress beyond representing them as low-cost and relatively low-skill workers. At the same time, managers within the government’s sprawling bureaucracy, the only major employer in the nation that ostensibly did not engage in sex discrimination, reinstitutionalized gendered labor hierarchies as the field of computing professionalized. These changes stranded women, even those with the requisite technical skills, at the bottom of the job pyramid—both in image and reality.

In order for a revolutionary technological change to take hold, it must appeal to potential users on the basis of what they already understand and value, strengthening the current mode of understanding even while promising change.62 In the British case, a feminized workforce was a powerful link between pre-electronic and electronic office computing. This imagery, widely used in print advertising and live demonstrations, made women ambassadors for the technology and portrayed them as part of the system. Indeed, government managers shaped their hiring and training policies around expected workers as much as actual ones.63

As the field of computing professionalized, however, these “ideal” machine workers served only to foster a downgraded image of women’s labor and abilities. These visual representations helped construct an image of women workers that unexpectedly consigned them to the margins of the high tech system even as it focused on their labor.

Although helping to shape management and worker expectations, advertising discourses cannot tell the whole story. Contemporaneous examples of actual labor forces show how the early feminization of computer operation work served to hinder women’s later advancement, even while complicating received images of computing
as a masculine field of endeavor. Both in image and reality, it was nearly impossible for women workers, in the aggregate, to shake the expectation that they were low-cost, high-turnover, and low-skill; as such they did not fit the powerful, new image of the technocrat in Britain’s era of “white heat.”

Paradoxically, a technology that held a place of pride in a technological revolution meant to “burn up” inequalities of birth and foster meritocracy instead witnessed old divisions and inequalities reinstitutionalized as part and parcel of attempts to make sense of a new technological system.
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